
For the first year, the technical textile companies will participate to TECHTEXTIL 2019 under the Textile 
Grand Est banner. In order to gain visibility, the Pôle Textile Alsace and the Club Textile Integral are 
organizing a joint booth at the Technical Textiles International trade fair, taking place in May 2019 from the 
14th to 17th . Ten innovative companies from the Grand East region are accompanying them to Frankfurt.
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Techtextil is an opportunity for 27,500 manufacturers 
from 97 countries to discover the know-how of hundreds 
of exhibitors. For Catherine Aubertin, from Pôle Textile 
Alsace, going to this show is essential for the technical 
textiles companies of the Grand Est: « Today, the 
markets of our companies are as diversified as transports, 
building, medical sector or the agribusiness! Hence our 
presence at this strategic show for our companies, which 
are characterized by strong export activity ».

This internationally renowned trade fair represents the 
opportunity for the companies members of the Pôle 
Textile Alsace and the Club Textile Integral to present 
their know-how and their innovations.

Sylvia Maucort explains: « Technical textile solutions can 
be applied to a multiplicity of markets, and our companies 
must make themselves visible to address them. Under 
the same banner Textile Grand Est, they will have the 
opportunity to meet buyers from their multiple potential 
markets and match their technical solutions with the 
industrial challenges of the contractors ». 

TEXTILE GRAND EST is a network of professionals 
dedicated to textiles and soft functional materials located 
in the East of France (Alsace, Lorraine, Champagne 
Ardenne). It is the closest  textile cluster to the German 
and Swiss borders, a region recognized for centuries for 
its textile industrial excellence. Our network consists of 
many companies, laboratories, schools and technical 
centers.

« Our mission, explain in duo Catherine Aubertin 
and Sylvia Maucort, is to develop and accelerate 

the competitiveness of the companies members 
of our network. 

We stimulate the development of process and product 
innovation from a full range of services: 
 - Networking, a lever for business development 
 - Access to innovative textile materials and Industry 4.0 
oriented  

 - Valorization of the textile know-how of the Grand Est  

Remarkable innovations 
The company BUGIS launches a new knit fabric, a 100% 
cotton fabric with very high water repellency. This BUGIS 
innovation, perfectly undetectable, is a real revolution 
since the other water-repellent or waterproof solutions 
on the textile market up to now remain imperfect: coated 
cotton materials that are uncomfortable because not  
« Breathable » and rigid; solutions on synthetic fibers 
lose the specificity and the quality of the touch of the 
cotton knot fabric. The water-repellent cotton, resistant 
to 30 wash cycles (30 C°), is ideal for all types of  
« outdoor » items but also « indoor ».

SEMPATAP, will present the advantages of its high 
density WRAPTECH ® product, with memory of shape, 
absorbent, breathable and insulating, a technical feat, 
intended for industrial applications and being able to 
be glued, complexed or associated with supports as 
different as the concrete, tiling, aluminum.



10 companies exhibit all their know-how and 
technical solutions:  « from process to functionalized 
technical product »

As part of this collective action Textile Grand Est, the 
Pole of Competences wishes to enhance the textile 
academic skills of the territory Grand Est and stimulate 
the dynamics with the industry. Textile Grand Est will 
share a common stand with the teams of ENSISA - Ecole 
Nationale Supérieure du Sud Alsace and its research 
laboratory in fibrous materials, the LPMT - Laboratoire 
de Physique et Mécaniques Textiles.

Our exhibiting companies under the TEXTILE GRAND 
EST banner, CERNAY-PRO, Maille Verte des Vosges 
(MVV), UP-TECH by Filix, and BUGIS, have decided 
to unveil at TECHTEXTIL 2019 their latest innovations 
for the very demanding security and protection markets, 
thanks to the development of new functionalities and the 
valorization of technical textiles with high-performance 
solutions.
 
All companies exhibiting under the banner will 
present their know-how and answers dedicated to 
technical textiles.

COMPOSITEX manufactures multifunctional mul-
ti-layer complexes for a variety of applications and mar-
kets. From a technical point of view, the company has 
diversified laminating solutions, which can be combined: 

foam flaming, glue spraying, hotmelt coating, ad-
hesives ... The strength of Compositex lies in its 

ability to offer tailor-made solutions adapted to 
customer requirements. 

FILIX,  through its technical department UP-TECH 
designs and produces multi-component yarns. The 
company masters many assembly technologies: single and 
double covering, ADT, air covering, twisting, rigid and 
elastic yarns. A very wide range of raw materials such as 
Aramids, Carbon, Fiberglass, Polyamide HT, Polyester HT, 
Liquid Crystal Polymers (LCP), Linen Composites, Metal 
Filaments, Optical Fiber, Silicone, Polyethylene allows 
them to offer many customized solutions, in addition to a 
sharp support of their R&D department.

N. SCHLUMBERGER for the production of technical 
yarns designs and builds spinning lines for processing long 
staple fibers (in various blends from any high performance 
fibres: natural fibres, wool, flax, ...) and man-made fibres 
(PAN, PVA high tenacity, aramid, ...) for technical applica-
tion. The company propose 3 processes to produce long 
staple of technical fibres: the carding, stretch breaking 
and crush cutting. Long staple fabrics are appreciated for 
strength, flexibility, cleanliness, evenness, traditional look 
and soft touch.

POLYTEX is manufacturer and processor of nonwovens 
for technical, domestic or hygienic uses. Capable of 
supplying both non-woven rolls for technical applications 
and finished products for hygiene, cleaning and packaging 
markets, the company has a large number of production 
and processing equipment.

The company Robert LEVY has an extensive experience 
for textile recycling. The company process and sell two 
ranges of fibers. The range of materials worked is very 
wide ranging from non-fire technical fibers (para and 
meta-aramids) to natural and synthetic fibers (cotton, 
polyester, polypropylene, viscose ...)



500 COMPANIES

20 000 JOBS

With the support of the Grand Est Region, the Textile Grand Est Competence center plays its full role as 
leader and representative of the Grand Est sector, serving businesses through a local service through its 
local branches: 

Since 1991, Club Textile Intégral has supported 
the textile industry in Champagne-Ardenne in 
their projects, innovations, search for information, 
synergies, partners and issues. Through promotional 
actions for the garment and technical textiles 
sector and a portal bringing together technical and 
commercial data sheets of regional companies, the 
Club values companies in the sector. Since 1997, 
the structure organizes CITEXT, the technical 
textile business convention, in Troyes. The Club, 
through many animation actions, promotes synergies 
between industrialists to gain visibility and industrial 
efficiency, commercial ...

Sylvia MAUCORT, Integral Textile Club
Espace Régley – 1 boulevard Charles Baltet
10000 Troyes 
s.maucort@uit-ca.fr  / Tel. : +33 25 43 69 87

Pôle Textile Alsace thus assures its role of promoter of 
the local sector in all the flexible material trades. By 
federating some sixty companies and partners in Alsace, 
it stimulates a dynamic in the sector via numerous 
actions: technological monitoring, visits of companies, 
organization of conferences, trainings, animation of clubs 
specialized in the innovation or the accompaniment in 
the industrial development and for 4 years the setting 
up of shared resources on the themes of innovation, the 
circular economy and the valorization of know-how.  
« It’s a network of textile business leaders, focused on 
innovation and market applications with high potential », 
says Catherine Aubertin.

Catherine AUBERTIN, Alsace Textile Pole
25 rue Alfred Werner - PO Box 72076
68059 Mulhouse Cedex 2
caubertin@textile-alsace.com / Tel. : +33 89 42 98 65 
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